Abstract. Hierarchical hybrid filing system is a research hotspot in the field of data storage, and also is widely accepted in the industrial circle, which is widely used from personal storage to data center. This paper introduces an energy-efficient optical storage at a lower cost to solve the energy consumption problem of large data center, with an attempt to build a hybrid filing system comprised of array, online optical disk library and off-line optical disk library, discusses the guarantee mechanism of data consistency and the elastic design of system, and focuses on the research of the file caching and prefetching mechanism of hybrid magneto-optical filing system based on the read-write features of optical medium. Through experiments, the system is proved to be capable of effectively saving energy and maintaining the timeliness of data retrieval and query.
Introduction
With the growth of data quantity and people's profound understanding of the value of data, the high parallelism, high reliability and high performance price ratio of the filing system become more and more important. However, in the construction, in the use of the data center, the power consumption is more and more serious, the cost of data center energy consumption is still increasing. As early as in the U.S. data center energy consumption accounted for 1.2% of the country's total energy consumption and the growth rate is about 5 years to double, 2006 [1] ; estimation of [2] data center energy consumption density range for 1076 ~ 2150W/m2. The scale of China's data center shows a rapid growth trend, and the energy consumption of data center also increases rapidly. In 2009, China's data center total consumption of about 36 billion 400 million kWh, accounting for 1% of the national total electricity consumption.
On the one hand, in order to save the energy consumption of data centers, dry Fuxi academician hand in hand at home and abroad more than 20 academicians signed a joint, initiative to meet the challenge of big data, our country should carry out safety, energy saving and long life of the optical storage technology development and application of. On the other hand, according to industry survey analysis shows that the filing system, whenever there are 70%-80% data is still not moving [3] .
In summary, energy conservation is data center planning and construction process can not be ignored is important one annulus, adopting the slow speed of the optical media device can reduce energy consumption, but brought low access efficiency is proposed in this paper a magnetic optical mixing filing system, using high-speed media caching method, can guarantee the speed of accessing data in an acceptable range in reducing energy consumption. In this paper, we discuss the cache technology and prefetching technology in the multi level archive system.
Related Work
In this paper, the existing research results of the hybrid storage system in the light of the existing research results of the hybrid storage system are presented in this paper. The I/O characteristic of the optical disk is adjusted accordingly.
In addition, in the past based on disk Cache DRAM, hit rate (Rate Hit) is the most important Cache performance indicators. In the hybrid archiving system, whether it is the Cache Flash on the DRAM layer or the Cache Flash on the disk layer, the evaluation index of the caching algorithm will become more complex. Intel Matthews et al. [4] pointed out that only when a request hits the target completely flash cache (full hit) can reduce the amount of disk access and, if the request hits (partial hit) flash cache doesn't mean the performance of the system will inevitably increase. CFLRU [5] pointed out that for Flash storage on top of the Cache DRAM, dirty page (Page Dirty) replacement cost is higher than the clean page (Page Clean) replacement. In the DRAM cache data replacement cost can be ignored, however OP-FCL [6] pointed out in the flash cache data replacement cost is very high, it is necessary to the data in the flash cache write time and was replaced by the garbage collection time of data into account.
Prefetching technology is widely used in the field, including processor, Web system structure, database, file system, memory controller, etc. In the filing system, the most widely used prefetching technique is sequential prefetching (Prefetching Sequential), which is to predict the future request patterns by sequential flow detection. Sequential prefetching has been widely used because of its simple semantics, high accuracy and low cost of [7] I/O. The existing sequential prefetching scheme is divided into three categories, namely continuous prefetching (prefetching always referred to as PA), lack of pre take (prefetching on Miss (PA) and hit prefetching (prefetching on hit (POM) [8] . PA prefetching does not require a prediction module, and it will be pre fetched and continuous data for each request.
Gill et al. proposed the AMP [9] prefetching algorithm, which continuously adjusts the pre fetching strength and the trigger (trigger) position to obtain the highest aggregate throughput by incremental heuristic strategy. Some research suggests that prefetching, caching, and scheduling permissions are given to the application to control. There are a number of studies not to modify the application code, but through the implementation of a special way of application to analyze the prefetching data. These methods are related to the modification of the I/O interface, the reconstruction of the application and some complex calculation.
In the hybrid storage system, the storage device of heterogeneous media constitutes a multi layer cache system. The multi layer caching system is different from the traditional cache. The University of Illinois' Zhou et al [10] pointed out in the first level cache tend to use replacement algorithm based on partial least recently used (LRU), and access to the second level buffer cache access reflects temporal locality than the first layer is relatively weak. In addition, FAST [11] uses a Prefetching Strategy Based on the solid-state disk to speed up the process of starting a program in a personal computer. The system is the data in the SSD pre -DRAM cache, not the disk data pre -access to the SSD.
Magneto Optic Hybrid Filing System
Magneto optic hybrid filing system is mainly composed of offline disk cabinet, jukebox, array storage, server, this paper according to the data access speed will memory array in the online data, the jukebox for near line data, offline disk cabinet for off-line data, server element data storage service metadata to organize information, in particular as shown below.
The client system support client API, allow a service providing data query, access, the data source interface by archiving program, the work way, regular filing time setting, automatic or manual mode complete data archiving, non structured data by data pre processing in metadata server, structured data by ETL tools complete relational data to the conversion of the data structure of the object oriented, and loaded into the metadata cluster in.
Metadata cluster storage for object file attribute structure, to value on the record object attributes, link to the external file exists, pointing to the entity object, the object can be text, pictures, video and rich media files. Metadata database using ES architecture, on the one hand, the use of ES itself, the characteristics of easy scalability, high reliability, can be vertically or horizontally to expand the node, ES itself is also able to support the full text retrieval. Figure 1 . The architecture of multi-level Storage.
Metadata services through the upper, you can support access to the user to carry out full text retrieval, data visualization display, but also allows users to use the API interface with other applications for docking. Document data into archive server directory organization in accordance with the Blu-ray disc size by optical disk storage structure, allowing a Blu-ray disc stores multiple task data, can also be a task data across multiple Blu-ray disc. Data archiving the new organizational structure is convenient and near line storage migration and archive system, pay no attention to the physical path to the document is stored, can according to the metadata of the re organization, and form logical view for users to access.
Data migration: online storage capacity in the amount of data is not more than, all the data to disc size division organization directory, to provide external online data retrieval, with the increase of the volume data, online capacity can not meet the filing requirements, the system accesses the smaller amount of data content, start first CD Rom database migration, access to the amount of statistical units is each disc data access statistics, rather than to a single file access to accounting.
Data pre fetch: through the use of a long time, data archiving system based on the use of produced different distribution, basic can be sure is online storage in 80% of the state, if the user access to the near line storage file and need to scheduling of optical disk library CD-ROM content will be written into the online storage, simple idea is will be specified by the user reads the file can be written, in the access speed and access time from the second level down to the minute.
System metadata cluster can use horizontal expansion, by adding nodes to spread the load and increase the reliability, as shown in Figure 2 , which peripheral block identifies the node, marked with an asterisk (*) as the master node, small square said slice. Node is an instance of metadata running. A cluster is a group with the same set of nodes, nodes collaborative work, data sharing and provide failover and extended function, when a new node joins or delete nodes, cluster will perceive to and automatic balance data. A node in the cluster will be elected as the main node, it is used to manage some of the changes in the cluster, such as new or delete index, add or remove nodes, etc. Any node knows each other data exist on which node, forwards the request to the external data where the node, the master node is responsible for collection of all nodes return data, finally returned to the client. When the metadata cluster is expanded or shrunk, the system will automatically migrate and divide among nodes so as to keep the cluster balanced. For the second point, the hybrid filing system does not support file data itself change, at the entrance to the near line storage, namely, CD, does not support the file data rewriting, so not related to inconsistent copies of documents.
Key Technologies of Magnetic Optical Hybrid Archiving System
The hybrid filing system using storage Blu-ray as a secondary storage medium and the array as a storage medium, the metadata information stored on a storage medium, to ensure that the information retrieval speed, in the amount of data exceeds a level storage capacity will produce data migration and data prefetching demand, below in the content of the two parts were described in detail.
File access frequency is an important condition for file migration. File migration in the smallest unit of CD-ROM, online store has according to the size of the disc's divided storage organization, so as to make sure that the file in the migration to near line storage does not change the file structure. Low frequency access to the disc data, will be migrated to the near line storage. If possible, set the following strategy: the number of visits to less than 10 times the number of files from the first level to the two level of storage.
Definition of BD representation of a data on the disk is the number of visits, n file data on the disk, an is the files of n is the number of visits,
Where alpha said access and the weights and beta said the weight of the maximum number of access, both range is between 0 and 1, if the user read archived data focused on sudden read, then < alpha beta, such as user burst read after, will be the basic sequential read access around the data file, then the alpha > beta.
In document prefetching technology, how to improve the hit rate and the degree of application of file prefetching has been the focus of research. Especially in the face of large data reading, how to improve the hit rate of the pre -hit rate of the system to improve the performance of the system has a crucial impact. The predicting model of I/O recognition feature is proposed in this paper. The model through the history record file access information received I/O features. After the analysis of the I/O access mode, design a simple and efficient feature symbol table to represent these patterns. This prediction model can effectively identify the order of reading, reading, reading, fixed point reverse skipping, multi-step skipping and other modes. At the same time, the model can be used to add the information of the application program, which can effectively predict the cross reading between different programs.
Trail module capture application of external data I/O operations, to construct streaming I/O access information, provide specific I/O access query function; pattern recognition module according to the trace module captures the application I/O access information flow identification application I/O access mode. Can support the order of reading, fixed point read, read in reverse order, single step skip, skip mode; data prefetching module provides some pre function library, completed in order to reading, fixed point read, read in reverse order, single step skip, skip etc. mode data block pre.
Multi-app
Interface of User space When a thread is read, first determine whether the data is in the cache. If in directly from the cache data; otherwise, it to a disk read requests, at this time, judge whether in a state of stabIe. If in, is according to the characteristics of I/O table some information to predict the next read request the offset and size and pre take into the cache.
Concluding
This system is in the realization of the kylin operating system system into more cheap, low energy consumption of the optical storage medium, established array, online jukebox, off-line optical disk library composed of mixed filing system proved 1:9 and in the use of online storage and near line storage capacity, can save 90% of energy consumption, and in the supplemented and file caching and prefetching mechanism based on that file burst read write in 20% will cause minute wait, but in most cases or order when read, the system can restore the online query efficiency. The experimental results show that the system can be enough to effectively conserve energy and maintain data retrieval query time.
